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CITY OF WAUKECAN
LNOIS

OF POt CE

STATEMENT

Date 29Oct92 TIME BEGAN tO3O CASE 55
been advised sFa of the

Lake County Major Cr inc Task ForceWaukegan Police Depar tmenl that

th to Coma silent and that it up tha ittt tQ
may he nt as evidence against me COUK Of ha so been to

Id have the gh to have an eyh present with and that
an attorney one will be inted for at to cost to mu

mh ld that can stop answer rig quest ions or ask Cur attn ut
ciy oh choose undo ustand these rights Cur thor Ut ate oh lici Or

nor been promised anyth ng nor have been threatened or coercedUnt state as follows
Oci that day somet line between and OO city uQ

May with the intention of walking the RA house
County

do no of coc inc and couple of joints day
sh igh when left brought joint with cQ my

use which on ked long the way
wn waLk rig riown Hickory when saw the Eh know

was playing with the little girl she was babysitting and the boy

the outer doorway of the house
know through and my girl Li iendnt sister DORA knew the two leh kids that aL

riot by name also knew the id loot her not by name but ho work
at cheers Tavern

cal river stopped to ta 1k with her and asked IQ lt
wanted 11ciLY to inc she was babysit ti and was lone nv it Il

to he pa and decided to go

We went upstairs to the second loor apar tment long Il the two

was dark in the apartment and the televis on was on sat on in oQ
the jroQu

took the little girl into another room to change her diaper te lit

buy was tinning around the house When caine back to ho vi

with the Little girt asked to bring the little over
c2Ou 11 her

let ho 11 the ttle qi and was playing wi lh her tick
and hoer laugh love little eventough do not have any sh

own
When the little girl left tee that was when Yh conic over to the couch

was wearing sleeveless shirt and pair tight 1Q stat tccI

asking nie questions such as it had it ii knew lot haul

ind what aye lost my virginity
why she was asking tee all at those type aid

said eh knew more about sex than most cji rls her age acted older it
lly was
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to Ed hOLLY to stop ngh that way and began playing with the IL LI

girl again while the Little boy was watching television then auked QQ
could use the mh so directed through the kitchen

ba thc own
hi was the Ii time that was ever inside ol ihit

this apartment being messy After took piss went lch

dont remember pizza being on the couch or anyone eating pizzaga it was dark in the apartment and was high and did nor ir
about eat ing anything

on the couch and 1I0l must have changed ih ncQ
wear iQ ih or similar type garment came over to the

tQ to seduce nc aga grabbi ng my crotch
ld her to stop and HOLlY got upset calLing me us iQ

nh giving lie rue If to me and got mmiad when ref used to do ncj wit

did not think she was that type of girl
gal up and went into the ml migroom whet she began clean II OIur

lh time mgroo table At thi ime he tt buy
lQ to ts ide and

IJ in ine over to and gave me so us bat

that was when from the couch and ar
and

The it iT in the bet room and wc nr 110
was waiting We starred kiss cig one another arid

out the be tween the ngroom dh di nycuom
We hmi on the rock ing chair in the gro oil

tinder thnn started having in 0Q0 with Id

pen in her vagi ma anti anus du ig rite rcou rue

don nk jucu la ted ah misc took my pen it out bet ore ih lh
so would not get her pregnant did riot use any toil iQ

was having sexual ntercourse HOLLY li consent to rig itwit

me knew l0 to be round tl years old lQ was nh ta to

pubic hair her vagina
don know dQ reached an orgasm and because was igli at he

don know exactly how long we had sex While we were hay
intercourse Lhe little girl started crying so got up and woni

ct wham was wrong the lQ boy must have 31 been ii
he watt nor ins ide of the apartment

hel Ihe girl for awhile so she would stop crying caine Il
the bedroom and started teasing me about not being able to last long witter asked we were going to continue with sex and
tier no because we should not have done it anyway

got iad at mime and the bedroom Wh le was in the bedroom with
hi lc girl came back into the bedroom with kni tn in her hand
asked me we were go1 rig to con Li nmie hay ing sex and bed po
knife at lQ

thought was only jok ng but she swmj ng the knife at miie tr ig
LeCt arms grabhed both of IO arms and that was when CreaKed

Qc



We continued in the room and that was when started punching

not realizing had the knife in my hand During the fight had Lu jick
the little girl twice to prevent her from getting hurt
he way was acting she was ng bitch That was when

he ii fe could not believe how strong

saw HOLLY bleedi ng and that was wheit tt the bedroom gh ut
1Q and the little girl inside thin bed room don know how tyh Li

but know it was more ian two
tt ceali zi ng what had just done panicked ttiI ik washed the

my dsh in the kitchen sink so wou Ed not leave arty sQh tQ lh it

he it Ito is rE wou Ed deser ibe as butcher leh because at

rio know that broke the kni in two pieces but don ue
broke it accost my knee or against the concrete outside let the aQ rQ
tjhh rear door but eon Id not run th because of fence it

thu back the house and ran between garage and the house next clew

That was where threw the knife to he Und
then ran home went into the basement rind changed to les rid

shower as wear blue and white Ni ke irh
lh il str

took these oocly hoLlies and burned them in the trash dumpster uh rid iii

use took the nQ ng as hes and threw them in he egu rj Ii

pi

changed ao ine ot my os 1othes and then walked back to he
happened to see was Live When got there aw he pnI

and the uti who lives the house where IQ babysat and

iiyster cr1 to In to her but she was to upset to ns
stayed fur approx to minutes dh me uc rQ

1E tQ3 the next clay on the news never told anyone that

but been ea ti nq at any conscience ever since this happened
could not bel love what hart done and now realize made the wren

dcci in gel into the apartment with in the Li ac
tt kids in would not want to titio ly hurt them Lor any iQi

Can you describe the apartment that HOLLY invited you in
It was dark inside tint when you go upstairs through the front you it

uQ iviugruom As you enter the ivi ngroom the nr is on the let

television was at the end of the couch The rocking cha was on the girt

you tn the the ni nyroom was messy as we as the iuri
bedroom You have go through the kitchen to get into the

bed rooms

When you left the apartment through the back door did you do ny
he door betore leaving

Not that could nrther because the only thing nQ was yoi ny rQ
mind was to get out of there

sta tement was voluntarily given to SCT ANQ and

own free will rind that no promises or threats have been ijsQ
was owed eat cot fee and smoke iqa ret tes

the washroom dur ncj the Lime gave this statement





LAKE COUNTY MAJOR CRIME TASK FORCE

Report

Case55 Reporting Date

30Oct92

iort
SGT

Officer

TESSMANNSGT

Subject of Case Typed By Date Lead No

DEATH INVESTIGATION SGT TESSMANN 30Oct92

On the above date at approximately Qthe above officers interviewed
JUAN RIVERA ip interview room at the Lake COunty Sheriffs Department
The purpose of this interview was to clarify information that was previousi
obained from JUAN TESSMAHN advised RIVERA of his Miranda

Warnings per itedh form utilized by the Lake County Major Crimes
Task Force that waS witnessed by SOT RIVERA indicated to

officers that he uaderstood his rights and signed the corresponding form
At this time this form was witnessed by reporting officers and our

signatures were also affixed to this The following is summary
of the events that occurred on the 17th of dst 1992 provided to officers

by JUAN RIVERA do not remember what time got that da
did spend the night at thy parents house at 612 Nay
around 1030am obtained half gram of cocaine for 00 and couple
of marijuana cigarettes for 300 apiece smoked joint and consumed
the entire half gram of cocaine by noon left my house to go to

CRAIGs house sometime in the early evening and saved one joint to smoke

along the way was palming the joint in my hand so nobody would see

smoking it was walking down Hi in route to the CRAIGs
residence when saw this girl knew The reason knew

HOLLY is because one time went to the iay in Waukegan pick up

my sister REBECCA and she introduced me to HOLLY th believe

that my sister said she was eleven years old because she did look older

to me HOLLY was standing at the Mexican sh front door on Hickory
and she said tome th you REBECCAs brother H9LLY tol4 me that

was lonely and babysitting and asked me apartment

Itollowed HOLLY in the front door and walked up to secoad floor then

walked in and sat on the couch in the living room played with little

boy and little girl because really like remember the TV beinS
on and the little boy was running around was playing with the little

girl and could tell that she was getting tired so took her into her

bedroom do not know exactly when but at some point the little boy
had left the apartment do not remember what the little kids were

wearing but HOLLY had on some black stretch pants with stirrups on the

bottoms and multicolored shirt was wearing blue jeans anda red

shirt and white with red
then remember being on the fldor

and was naked and on top of HOLLY trying to stick my thing penis
inside her think becau of te that at this tine could

not get real dQ licktchfyjenis and she played with my balls

it sti could not get hard enough to put it inside of her alsO

her pussy while she was playing with me HOLLY started

to make fun of nebecause could not get hard and that made me mad The

little girl started ing so wentinto the bedroom and picked her up
Page of Approved By
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Case No

9255313
Reporting

30Oct92

Report

SOT
ing Officer

HALEY

Subject of Case

INVESTIGATION SOT

By

TESSMANN

Date

30Oct92

Lead No

Page of interview with JUAN RIVERA

Before went into the bedroom put on my pants did not want

the little girl to see me naked The little girl stopped crying and

when turne4 HOLLY wasstanding there HOLLY at this time

my crL felt that was not hard At this time HOLLY

said to me your weak fuckqr is that all you This

is when got really mad and she kept making fun of how small was

and th could not get hard SHE made me so mad that went into

the kitchen and grabbed knife from rack that dries dishes next

to the sink went back intO the bedroom and saw that had

the knife at which time she grabbed my arms around my wrists We

started to struggle and fight and could see that she was getting

cut by the knife If she have stopped yelling and

me would have stoppQd cutting her and she would not have gotten hurt

anymore had the knife in my right hand because am right
SHE was kicking at me and know cut her on the le

could not believe that she would not stop so kept

pushed her back on the bed and saw all the blood on her so pulled

down my pants and was hard at this time so put sh into her

pussy then turned her over and stuck my penis in her ass and it

felt real tight do not remember if pulled out and came on her

or4f ev came at all Igot up and noticed there was blood on

to my legs and knew it was not my blood because

did not get cut pulled up my pants and was walking out the door

and turned around and noticed she was moving while laying on the

bed and she wa layin on stomach closed the door and noticed

that blood

The knife was so bloody that wherever went blood dripped on the

floor then walked over to the kitchen sink and washed the knife

and my hands ph left the apartment through the back door which

clo ehint wanted to make it look like burlgary break

in so grabbed mop that was leaning outside this door in thet

hallway then hit the bottom part of the door with the

broke the wood in The door never opened but did break pieces of

the wooden door off then grabbed towel that was laying on the

floor and wiped ahy fingerprints off the p4 did not wear

gloves then wiped any of my offlhof the door knob

and then placed or propped the mop against the wal outside the dopr

and dropped the towel on the floor ran down the stairs and out the

back door and ran west but ran into fence in the back yard
could not get out that so ran towards some bushes in the back

Page of ApprovedMQ
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LAKE COUNTY MAJOR TASK FORCE

Report

Case No55 0t eporting

SOT

Officer

NoSubject of Case

DEATH INVESTIGATION
Typed

SOT TESSMANN

Date Lead

30ct9

Page of interview with JUAN RIVERA

st in the back and broke the knife and threw it Eh The

reason threw the knife here was because everybody to

think that somebody was playing with the knife and broke it on the

bushes cutting the then ran all the way home and later

on went back to where left HOLLY forgot to tell you that when

was leaving heard big dog ar but did not see it

When got home took my clothes off and took shower because

saw that had blood on me then went outside and started

my clothes on fire by placing then on top of the dumpster and lighting

them on fire This is when then walked back to where left HOLLY

and saw police cars and the Mexican lady standing out front and

she was very upset tried to talk to her but she was very upset
know until the day that killed her and felt bad

about killing her Reporting offiqers asked RIVERA if thefe was

anything further that he would wish to state and he said would

like to get counselling for what did RIVERA was shown two photos

one being that of TAYLOR ARENA and one of BLAKE ARENA RIVERA looked

at these photos and stated that the little kids that told you

ab9ut who were being babysat would just like to say that what

have told you is the truth and that am very sorry for killing her

Interview terminated
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PSYCHOSOCIAL INTERVENTIONS PC

Clinical Consultation

Name Taylor Anne Arena
Birthdate 12189
Age years months
Address 442 Hickory Street

Waukegan Illinois

Date Examined 81992
Place of Interview Waukegan Police Department

25 South Utica

Waukegan Illinois 60085

Examiner John Lynch
Psychotherapy

PsychoSocial Interventions

Psychological Evaluation 1117 South Milwaukee Avenue
iQtonh Libertyville Illinois 60048

1117 Milwaukee Avenue

Building Suite 14

for

JohnLynchjvtS on 81992 commander Gary DeiRe from the the Lake County
Psychotherapist

Maj or Crime Task Force contacted the examiner concerning an

ongoing investigition intb the murder of an 11 year old

girl Holly Commander DelRe requested that the

examiner interview Taylor Arena for the purpose of gaining
additional information which might be helpful to their

investigation Taylor Arena was found in the bedroom where
the body of Holly was discovered it was

alledged that Taylor ma have witnessed the murder
therefore information obtained from her would be helpful in

assisting the police in the apprehension of the person
andor persons involved in the crime

The following information concerning the crime was provided
by Detective Dan Collins reported that evidence
indicated that Holly Staker was murdered on Monday night

81792 between the hours of Holly wassittfor Taylor age and Blake age at their
home Holly was an 11 year old female who resided in the

neighborhood and often baby for the whileh their
mother was at work

Detective Collins stated that on the night of the murder
Blake was outside playing and when he tried to get back into
the house he found the doors were locked neighbor noticed
that Blake could notget into the house and went with Blake
to find his mother at When Taylors mother Dawn

calledher residence no one answered so she
went to her home Engelbrecht returned to her home
around 915 PM went into Taylor and Blakes bedroom
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Clinical Consultation Taylor Arena

August 19 1992 Page

whereshe found the victim Taylor was found on bed in her
bedroom which she shares with her brother Blake

At approximately 1130 PM the same night of the crime
Lora Knotson from the Advocacy Center and Detective Collins
interviewed Taylor for the first time at the scene of the

crime This interview lasted approximately 12 to4 hours
On Tuesday 81892 Taylor was interviewed for second
time at her home for 12 hours Detective Collins reported
that Taylor appeared essentially but she was
able to respond to yesno questions and point to locations

The following information was obtained from Taylors mother
Dawn Engelbrecht Taylor is the youngest child in sibship
of lor has an older brother Blake Arena agelbrec reports that she never married Mr Arena but
that they lived together She reports that the childrens
father was physically and emotionally abusive toward her

stated that he was not physically abusive toward the
children

Taylor was born on Taylors mother decribes the

pregnancy as difficult She reports that while pregnant
Mr Arena would hit her and that she became dehydrated She
also had blood poisoning late in the pregnancy from an
ingrown nail which became infected and she was hospitalized
for this condition She reports that the umbilical cord was

wrapped around Taylors neck at birth and that Taylors
health was monitored closely following the delivery
delivery was vaginal and Taylor weighed pounds ounces
at birth

Taylor was breastfed for years Ms Engelbrecht reports
that Taylors development was Developmental
milestones were achieved within average limits Taylor was
potty trained by May of Taylor was described by her
mother as needy and insecure child who demanded lot of
attention Taylor gets along well with her brother and the
two reportedly play well together Taylors mother
that her daughters language consistS primarily of siflgle

words such as Daddy Blake lyQ
etc and that she has started to use oh and three word
combinations

Ms Engelbrecht is employed at tavern Cheers and works
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Clinical Cpnsultation Taylor Arena

August 19 1992 Page

to days week from She moved months ago
to her current address 442 Hickory Street Waukegan
Illinois She is separated from the childrens father
Arena currently resides in Oregon When Taylor was year
old her father separated from her mbther Taylors mother

reports that it was difficult adjustment for the children
when their father left The children have remained in

contact with their father through phone Taylor and
Blake have not seen their father since May of 1992

Ms Engelbrecht reports that since the murder she has not

noticed any significant behavioral changes in Taylor Taylor
is eating and sleeping well and rarely mentions thesittor the events surrounding the murder Taylors
mother did state that Taylor seems quieter Ms
Engelbrecht reports no regressive behaviors and believes
that her daughters language skills remain about the same as
before the trauma

flj
Taylor was interviewed in conference room at the Waukegan
Police Department The intetview lasted approximately
hours The play materials that were introduced during the
interview cdsisted of wide assortment of doll figures
paper and pencils

Taylor is year old Caucasian female who appears her
chronological age She has dark brown hair which is

noticeably short in the middle of her forehead Hernother
reports that Taylor tried to cut her hair which accounts for
the uneven length of her hair Taylor wa seen initially
with her mother and Detective Collins She recognized
Detectite Collins after he gSeted her She walked toward
him as she entered the room While the examiner talked to
her mother she immediately began playing with the dolls No
abnormalities of gait posture or unusual mannerisms were

noted Eye contact was appropriate and she spoke in single
words dolly baby hair Mommy etc Her
speech has nasal quality to it which makes it difficult to
understand After Detective Collins left the room Taylor and
the examiner began to play with the dolls

Once Taylor appeared comfortable interadting with the
examiner her mother left the room There was no evidence of

separation anxiety and she continued to interact with the
examiner and play with the dolls After examining all the
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Clinical Consultation Taylor Arena

August 19 1992 Page

dolls Taylor began to play with crib and the dolls She
would put the dolls in the crib and say sleep She

repeated the same play activity that is she would put the
dolls in and out of the crib The examiner then took piece
of paper and drew bed After drawing the bed it was
identified as Taylors bed Sbe was asked where Blakes bed

was and she pointed on the same piece of paper to another
The examiner then drew another bed on the same

page Afterward she mentioned what sounded like teddy bear
and the examiner drew bear on the bed

After the beds were drawn Taylor continued to point at the
examiners pad of paper which was her way of requesting more

paper When given sheet of paper she would say bed The
examiner would then draw another beth This continued until
she had enough beds for all the figures Taylor would plafle

the doll figures in each Three young male doll figures
were presented and Taylor was asked which looked like Blake
She chose one dark male child figure She was then
asked to put Blake in his bed as part of game She picked
up the doll she identified as Blake and placed him one of
the beds that were drain on the paper Afterward three
female dolls were presented and she was asked to shbw me the
one that looks like Taylor She again picked one that was

age appropriate with same color hair as hers was also
asked to put the doll as Taylor in her bed She

placed the doll on the same paper in bed next to
The same procedure was followed for her choosing dolls
representing her Mother and Holly It should be noted that
the dolls she selected to represent her family and Holly
were accurate for age sex race and approximate

Taylor was then allowed time for spontaneous play She
combed the dolls hair put them in crib and continued to

request more paper to draw dsQhApproximately 10

minutes after she made her selection of the dolls for

Mother Taylor Blake and Holly the examiner presented
number of dolls which included her original selections
Taylor was asked to show me wheres Taylor Blake Mommy
and Holly She correctly selected the same dolls she chose

previously to represent herself her and Holly

After Taylor identified the dolls she was asked if someone
hurt Holly she responded yes and became She was
asked where Holly was when hurt she pointed at She

was then given the Holly figure and asked to put Holly where
she was hurt she put the Holly figure on When asked
where was Taylor when Holly was hurt she put Tay
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Clinical Consultation Taylor Arena

August 19 1992 Page

figure on the other bed on the same sheet of paper These

questions were followed by where was Mommy when was Holly
hurt and where was She shrugged her shoulders and did

not respond When the Blake doll was put in the bedroom and
she was asked was he here when Holly was hurt she said

no The Blake doll was moved around the roont and placed on
other beds she was asked was he here when Holly was hurt
she responded The same procedure was followed for the

Mother figure and she continued to respond that the Mother
and Blake were not in the bedroom where Holly was hurt

When asked again where Holly was hurt she pointed at the

Holly doll figure in the bed When asked if Holly was hurt
in Mommys room the kitchen the bathroom outside or the

living room she said When asked to show me where Holly
was hurt the examiner pointed at different body parts on

Holly Taylor then pointed at her own genital area She was
asked pointing at the Holly figures genital area if that
was where Holly was hurt she responded yes
While looking at the remaining doll figures the examiner
stated we need to find the person who hurt Qh Taylor
then pointed to adult light skinned male figure
selected this figure from the remaining dolls which
included and adult male and female figures which were
of different skin coldr lack white and yellow The
examiner while holding the male figure she selected
pointed at his mustache and asked if the person who hurt
Holly had mustache she responded no She was asked if
the person who hurt Holly had hair on his face while
pointing at the figures face she sfld no Taylor was
then allowed to play spontaneously with the She did
not play with any ofthe figures she selWhile she
was playing she picked up small toy knife She put the
knife down and said and walked toward the door as
if looking for her She was told that her Mother was
waiting for her and she walked to the door requesting her
mother she was told that her Mother was outside and she was
allowed to see her

When she returned to the interview room the examiner
presented series of dolls and asked her to identify the
person who hurt Holly The following order was used and her
responses are

Adult Black male adult white male younger looking white
male white male child black male child
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Clinical Consultation Taylor Arena

August 19 1992 Page

She chose the same adult white male figure she originally
selected as the one who hurt

Qriginally selected adult white male adult black male
adult yellow male clown figure

She chose the same adult white male she originally
selected as the one who hurt

original adult white male another adult white male with
blond hair black wrestling figure another adult white

male black child

She chose the same adult white male she originally
selected as the one who hurt Holly

adult white males two adult black males

Taylor then searched the floor until she found the original
adult white male figure she had selected previously

Taylor quickly tired of this selection game therefore the

random selection of dolls with different characteristics
could not be continued

Once again Taylor was allowed to play with the doll figures
She continued to feed the babies move their arms put them

0h sleep and stand them up Taylor was then asked to put
the dollrepresenting Taylor in her bed She placed the
Paylor doll on the eh sheet of paper where the original
game was played The examiner then put the Holly doll in the

room and asked where was Holly when she was hurt Taylor
placed the Holly doll on the other bed When asked wheres
the person who hurt Holly she selected the same doll that
is an adult looking white male When she wasaskd to show

me what happened to Holly she moved the adult male figure on

top of Holly and moved the figure around in thrashing
manner After this demonstration Taylor begame quiet
began to play with the other figures

Toward the end of the interview Taylor was asked series of

questions The examiner would hold the appropriate doll

figure while asking the questions and attempted have
Taylor fodus her attention toward the piece of paper where
her bedroom was When asked if Holly talked or said
anything she responded softly in what sounded like muffled
scream or cry When asked if Holly talked to the bad man
Taylor did not respond When asked if Holly called him by
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Clinical Consultation Taylor Arena

August 19 1992 Page

name she did not When asked did Holly know the baa

man she nodded yes asked if the bad man went into

mommys room she said When asked if the bad man went
into the kitchen did he eat did he play games did he talk
to her she shook her head When asked if bad man watched
tv she said yes When asked to show me what the bad man
did to Taylor she picked up the Taylor doll figure and threw
it down on her bed When examiner asked did the bad man
pick up Taylor she nodded yes When Taylor was asked if the
bad man hurt Taylor she became quiet and nodded yes Taylor
did not respond to the examiners inquiries concerning where
she had been hurt or if she had been Although
Taylors responses suggest that she was picked up by the

perpetrator there was noticeable shift in her affect and
behavior That is at this point during the interview her

eye contact was diverted and she appeared sullen and

markedly withdrawn

During last twenty minutes of the interview Taylors
mother was brought intp the Taylor her Mother and
the examiner played with the materials Taylor was asked at

this time did Mommy know the bad man she responded
She was asked if the bad man came to the house to see Mommy
befre and if the bad man was in the house when Mommy was
there she did not respond The examiner had her Mother also
ask Taylor the same questions and Taylor again responded
with nods that Mother knew the bad man When asked if
Blake knew the bad man she appeared to nod yes Many
attempts were made to have Tyloridentify the bad man by
name Taylor was also asked if the bad man ever came to
visit Mommy at her other house and she did not respond
Taylor was also asked if the bad man knew other relatives
and Both the examiner and her Mother were unable at
this point to keep Taylors attention and her responses
appeared less clear We attempted through play acting to
have the Mother call the bad man and asked Taylor what Mony
calls the bad man but she appeared tired and confused by the

game While with her Mother at times she did call the bad
man Daddy however attempts to probe or explore these

responses produced random and illogical answers When her
MOther asked if Holly called the bad man by name Taylor did
not respond

was allowed time at the end of the interview for free

play She appeared less anxious fearful more willing to
interaOt with the examiner Her affect once agSin was
cheerful and she was more active Taylor returned to putting
the babies in the crib and she would place the doll figures
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Clinical Consultation Taylor Arena

August 19 1992 Page

on the beds drawn on the paper While Taylor played the
examiner discussed with her Mother number of treatment
issues and concerns It was stressed that Taylor will need
individual therapy which should begin as soon as

The examiner also reviewed ways to respond to Taylor should
she begin to spontaneously talk about the murder Changes in

behavior such as sleep appetite play language and
regressive behaviors will need to be monitored

of

During the clinical consultation Taylor revealed
following information concerning the These findings
should be interpreted cautiously considering the childs age
and the fact that she has experienced significant traumaliyhchildren of her age have comprehension
skills which are better than their expressive That

is they can understand more than they can express with
words Children of this age also tend to perseverate in

responding and at times will respond to questions with
either yes or Nevertheless considering these
limitations the following information was obtained

The perpetrator

May have been an adult white male figure could also be

Hispanic
May have watched television
May known Holly Taylors mother and Blake

May have hurt or threatened Taylor
May have picked up Taylor and placed her on one of the beds

her responses suggest that she was placed on her bed
May not have mustache and or beardS

Other findings

Points to genital area where Holly was hurt

Holly screamed but the cries were muffled
Use of knife

It is imperative at this time that Taylor receive the
appropriate Oare and treatment which will allow her the

opportunity to address and process the trauma Taylor has
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been referred to the Childrens Network and it is

recommended that she begin therapy as soon as possible
During the initial stages of recovery it may be helpful for
her to be seen by therapist twice week Both within the

therapeutic relationship and her home environment she needs
to feel safe protected and secure Taylor will likely make
further disclosures of the crime as she experiences
consistent predictable and dependable environment
would also be helpful for Taylors mother to receive
individual therapyas she will need considerable support to

cope and adjust to the trauma and develop the skills

necessary to help her children

The literature on early trauma indicates that the experience
of psychic trauma reduces the childs ability to master

developmental tasks Prior to the crime her mother reports
that her growth and development was relatively normal Her
mother also reports that although Taylor seems
she has not observed any significant behavioral changes
Nevertheless Taylor experienced severe trauma The impact
of subh an experience oftentimes produces terror and fears
associated with unpredictabledanger It is common for
chidren who have witnessed violence to be afraid that the
perpetrator may return Even as Taylor begins to feel

protected her psychological sense of vulnerability may
produce form of post stress reaction including
fearfulness pervasive sense of danger intrusive thoughts
and memories of the murder and visualization ofthe crime
Taylors emotional wellbeing will need to be monitored and
assessed during the course of treatment As mentioned
previously it is likely that Taylor willdisclose additional
information and details of the crime as she recovers from
the trauma Her mother was informed to be alert for

spontaneouS comments or play activities which could provide
further clues or information helpful in identifying the

perpetrator of this crime

If you have any questions concerning this report feel free
to contact me

Joh MS
Psychosocial Interventions
1117 South Milwaukee Avenue
Libertyville Illinois 60048
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BLAKE AND TA flOR ARENA

AS WITNESSES THE IQFQJ1E
EROMAMETHODS

This report summarizes the psychological eviluation of the two children Taylor and

Blake Arena whose bAbysitter Holly Staker was stilit at their house inmidAugust Its QQQ
is to examine their recollections so as to be able to ieconstruct an approximation of what might

have happened

Among methods employed were the children and their motherJpiEEwith rehtffth

the ie Findings and rprethave all been woven together

into framework within which their recollections of the event might be better understood The

aim was to create an ongoing process
that might help them recover more of what happened in

way that allowed them to deal with the therapeutically

Three sessions were held at offices of the George Lewis

Institute in white two were conducted Waukegan at the

Child Advocacy Center The primary focus upo onetoone interviews in relaxed setting

where drawing construction and play materials were simultaneously available it
injlwereh also conducted with their mother Dawn Engelbrecht who accompanied them to

each of the five sessions
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BACKGROUND OF THE CHILDREN

At the time of the incident Taylor born 121189 was approximately two and one half

years old while her brother Blake born 111086 was about five and one half years old Both

demonstrated well above
average intelligence with Blake approaching the superior level in both

verbal and performance areas Taylors pattern of speech is highly fragmented she starts her

words much better than she finishes them She makes for these gaps in articulation by being

persistent when she wants to be understood Blake is quite fluent but equally capable of

distracting others away from the areas he does not wish to discuss Taylor on the other hand is

highly distractible and impulsive speaking in syllables more than words and words more than

sentences but almost never in paragraphs or stories

Both children appear to fall within the nomil
range

of personality fhnctioning although

showing signs of the posttraumatic stress syndrome These symptoms appear to be related to

the incident in question along with the aftermath of being in the spotlight and questioned so

frequently Blake shows some oppositional tendencies of resistance and avoidance while Taylor

exhibits mild signs of anxiety painfhl verbal and facial expressions during periods of recall There

are also some stereotyped movements that will be disdssed later If these symptoms persist more

than six months after the traumatic event or any new ones develop the diagnosis would be

considered chronic rather than merely acute as it is now

Howver in the course of the five sessions to date the occurrence and the intensity of

the symptoms has lessened while the flow of memories has increased Both children are still

somewhat restless during the night and subject to agitated dreams This suggests that more

material may become available to allow greater access to direct memories of the event Both have

attempted to erect bathers around what happened rather than simply bury the event completely

total repression of that kind would have been more likely to produce serious and lasting negative

consequences
than the route they have taken

While both appear to have reasonably good access to their memories now they still find

the event rather difficult to discuss Taylor is reluctant because the experience has been scary arid

painful to her Yet she has been willing to try to fmd the words to say it and to put the overflow

from those few words into pi While she has no overall story td relate Taylor seems quite

definite and consistent in the details she uses to try to convey what happened Not satisfied with

her own verbal descriptions taylor acted the event out with hand puppet She also drew

rather iernarkable picture of the climactic moments of the traumatic drama including the actions of

the killer the victim and herself as the unwilling witness This drawing will be included in later

section
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Blake Arena was much less willing to nQI the event or allow his sister and mother to do

so knsurrounding circumstances hejs willing to discuss

Blake holds back his own reaction and reibses to ha anyone else speak for or about him He is

bright and sensitive enough to ascertain what others want him to say before he speaks He crafts

his answers carefully ahuost Jesuitically to reveal what he knows or feels and yet gives the

questioner back the desired answer This appears to get him off thehook without either lying or

betraying what he knows An unspoken bargain was struck with him to get around this dilemma

during the evaluation If he were not pressed to answer questions directly he would leave clues

around in his drawings to provide those answers indirectly

EVALUATING THE RECOLLECTIONS

The Experience lQArena

Blakes drawings of himself revealed his plight In the first he drew boy with no

mouth at all His second drawing identified with own name showed bars over the mouth

The thud was covered with masking tape applied on top of the drawing over the mouth His

depiction of what happened thatnight clearlyplaces him outside the house as earwitness

knew that something terrible was going on inside on the second floor hidden from his view Yet

he left reconstruction of what happened Side the apartment He rearranged the furniture and

figures from doll house to demonstrate the crime and its aftermath He would not discuss how

he came to that knowledge

The central image in Blakes mind of what happened that day is contained in the scene he

depicted on the playrQom table Most of the furniture was in chaotic disarray with only few of

the furnishings standing hth In the foreground front and center was man lying on the

couch his head resting on one arr Immediately behind him and off to the right was bath tub

also upright separating him from the rest of the scene Just behind that is bed tipped over with

bedspread on which small child is lying face up as if sleeping Lying face down in the comer

just off the bed spread is young female figure Beyond in the background is boy lying face

down beside fbllen chair trapped under pile of overturned furniture All the rest of the

furnishings on the play table are overturned with one more female figure hidden behind them

That scene of carefully constructed chaos suggests man probably the killer at ease

the couch relaxing after having taken bath and cleaning up He appeared to be unconcemed

about what has happened detached from the rest of the surroundings but able to look back over

what lie had done The smaller female doll undoubtedly representing Taylor is right in the

middle of everything but safe and unhurt The figure of the small boy in the background would
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just as vQ seem to be Blake blocked out from being any part of the action and unable to do

anything about iL The female figure placed face down on the floor would appear to be the victim

Holly The other female figure beyond the perimeter and separated froth everyone else would

appear to be Blakes mother Dawn

Blake made one interesting shift just before he left exchanging the two female dolls

placing the mother figure face down as the victim and the younger girl beyond the action This

juxtaposition may help to explain one of his major fears that night The best surmise of his

position as events unfolded that day was in the yard as an earwitness Although he knew his

mother was at work at the time of the khling he feared that somehow she may have returned so

that th screams he heard might be hers Rather than trying to get in himself he apparently went

next door to have neighbor first home than to his shplace of employment

Blake went directly to her work location with friend and appeared relieved when he saw

her He returned home and entered the apartment with her and with Hollys mother who had also

been ummcined to fmd out what had happened The Jour through that disarray and the discovery

of Hollys body were central elements in the scene he reconstructed Whether the characterization

of the man in that scene came from his imagination his later conversations with Taylor or from

further aspects of his own experience that he did not wish to discuss it appears that he knew more

than he reported to various investigators

One of the drawings that he left behind folded over and within an envelope was that of

broken knife which appears to be the murder weapon In another drawing placing him

outside the house while the killing took place he drew bush beneath which the cleaned off

was found He had given different stories earlier as to whether he saw anyone entering or

vQi His wish not to discuss that was respected during the evaluation However he did not act

asif he ight to tell what he knew Rather hoseerned to be protective of that

knowledge as if he were the keeper of some sworn secreh This closedmouth attitude

accompanied by sense of honor also served to justify efforts to throw others off the trail as some

duty

For example most of the questions he fielded from investigators were phrased in terms of

what he knew about the iQSince Blake apparently did not regard the person in question

as bad man at all he took advantage of that distinction This allowed him to give answers about

bad men in general without having to resort to lie As his drawings revealcd sometimes he

answered the questions with Batman in mind instead He drew sketch of man and the

Joker saying that he was the second figure because he was always joking around with those

who questioned him without their knowing it His sense of humor combined with an ability to
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think quickly insulated him from much of the pressure of the questioning

senseof the killer carried over to monitoring thet

interviews with his sister and mother At the Child Advocacy Center and at the Oakbrook

he often positioned himself in an adjacent room or lQwhere he could eavesdrop on the oilier

conversations pdintihatTaylo toidentif the person
inquOnce as Taylor was about to sketch the face of the

assailant Blake took the paper and crayons from her saying You know you cant draw

Eikewise point where Taylor or his mother said anything about his

naturalfather Blake stopped the con or insisted on being part of the interview When he

learned that some of his artwork was discussed ata Task Force meeting for example hecame4othea all ofshbe turned over to him When he had some

trouble explaining exactly what he wanted to do with them he added that someone else wanted

them Much latei rethe request came froth his father in convenati
He explained that his father used to call him from Oregon about once week but calling

almost every day now In particulartlake wanted the picture of the killer he had drawn with the

twisted
lips

Healso requested the picture of Batman and the Joker back which he later

identifiedas representing his father and himself

Blake was also clever at changing the subject during interviews when he did not want to

discuss something Again most of these shifts centered dh questions dealing with his father or

identit the killer Many of the most revealing comments about the situation came during

discussions of his drawings In one he drew skimobile with waves along the side that closely

resembled pm when held sideways There was call recorded on the answering machine

Blakes father at approximately that time on the day of the incident His mother added she
left about that time to turn in an application for another job that day before reporting to work at

her usual time of 515 pm

Dawn also recalled that Blake acted kind of weird all that dayas if he knew something

strange was going to happen She cited one conversation where she was asked if there would be

any pigs around apparently referring to the police Since he had never used that expression

before she asked him where he had picked it up ch said Some ofmy friends call the
cops

piggies and dropped the subject She recalled that his father had used that term often

wondering whether the poliJe would pick him up for some of the tickets that he had ignored for

reckless driving and traffic violations She indicated that Part of the reason he left for Oregon in

May of this year was to escape that very possibility The precipitating cause had been Dawns

finding him at home with teenage girl who accompanied him to the West Coast
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Besides the clinical interviews artwork paper construction and play materials already

summarized Biake also shown pictures of involved in sh death He did not want

to approach the photos that way asking instead if he ould pick out any people he had seen

before Before starting he preoccupied himself with another task so that he could give the pictures

only limited times and attention He reported that lit did not think he recognized anyone

wanted to know which ones Taylor had picked andwhich one the Sergeant thought did it

Withour being told the police favorite he was shown the ones his sister had picked All but one

he confirmed as persons
he and Taylor knew or had seen Since Blakes comments were

about his sisters reactions the identities of the persons in those photos will be discussed in the next

section jayArena The observati here was that not react unduly to

any of the pictures or show any signs of distress

The fmal observations about Blake center on the way in which his usual patterns of

behavior may have been affected by the incident Ha has become somewhat more secretive

intrusive resistive verbally aggressive and restless in his sleep He downplays any changes in

himself but admits having some night tenon that he did not want to discuss He ded reluctantly

that one of the dreams brought tears to his eyes The dream was about his fathei and the

iydue to missing him Throughout the five evaluation sessions Blake has been reasonably

cooperative but always within carcfiilly constructed limits that had to be respected and

reciprecated In retum for not being pressed to answer questions that cause him
any discomfort

he was willing to leave clues behind largely in his artworl that speak for him without violating any

dence

Blake seems aware that he could offer more help with the case He did not grieve

Hollys death because they were not too close but did feel sony that she ih hurt While many of

his answers are designed to throw the investigators off Blake avoids lying by carefully constructing

his replies with mental reservations such as the separation of the hadman from the person who

did it Protecting that person apparently his father is matter of some honor to the

effort of maintaining the line between truth and duty is one that concerns him Without being able

to discuss the matter in any plainer terms he asked the int question Am messing up

The Experience of nor Arena

Taylor at two and one half is also well above
average in intelligence and almost eloquent

in expressing what she sees and feels on nonverbal level when she realizes she is

being taken seriously and understood She is impatient with her own limited verbal abilities and

can get irritated by the slightest misunderstanding that she gives up talk for play In the first
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session her memories of the event seem rather fragmented and suppressed Blake appears

to have had role in the latter process However as the sessions have Taylor has

gained access to more and more of the details of the traumatic event

Taylors drawings speak best for her One set of them that were produced in the second

session tell the lyh in almost comic strip sequence few of those drawings are included in the

to represent what Taylor saw and felt the night of August 17th The central drawing T1
was her direct answer to the question What happened She had just acted out the incident by

means of hand puppet Her depicts the actions of all three persons the killer the victim

and herself at the climactic moment that night The killer is the figure at the top with knife in

his hand pursuing Holly She is shown almost buglike creature with antennalike arms

outstrtched and legs in running position Taylor is trying to bury herself in the bedclothes an

effort that occupies most of the rest of the page shdescribes her part in the event at that

point hided from it

To see Taylor in the drawing you have to look down upon her The cylindrical shape

thefl cefiter is her head with two eyes and nose attached almost as buttons on the fron side and

ponytail of hair at the back She is looking forward toward the lower left trying to avoid what is

happening but seeing it anyway out of the corner of her right eye The curved line just below the

head is her left ann trying to cover her face while the double line on the other side is her right arm

partly hidden in the covers Beneath her head and body from an aerial perspective are the

rounder lines for the covers and the outline of the bed

Hollys head and torso all flow together with her hair both top and pubic filled in as

the only details Together they indicate that Holly was unclothed at this point The man shown

outdistancing her long storklike legs suggesting that he may be tall Otherwise he is all arms

shoulders and head apparently dad only in shirt The facial features glasses balding with

fringes of hair unfortunately reflect those of the mine vho served as model while Taylor

complied with his request to fill in the otherwise blank face The thawing is done entirely in red

although no wound or blood are visible at this point They soon would be

Moving to the next strip in thc
sequence T2 Taylor began drawing in the upper

righthand corner repeating the theme of the hand with the knife in ation The triangular form

represents Holly with more than twenty wounds and one large bloody gash at the bottom Again

everything in the picture was drawn in red The next picture is done in black T3 depicting

Holly much like dead bug lying on the floor in the corner The two top lines represent her legs

against the wall along with her curved right arm while the left ann extends limp in the other

direction No distinction of head or body is made no blood is shown There is one mark on

the torso apparently representing the final fatal blow
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The next drawing T4 depicts Taylors mother discovering the body and is drawn from

vantage point much nearer to the floor Her mothers two legs start at the bottom of the drawing

and run up to the hem line of her dress The torso is depicted as much larger triangle The two

winglike extensions at the top represent her arms thrown up in horror Her head is tilted back and

thus hidden fronniew fof someone as little as Taylor

The final drawing T5 of this set which Taylor did not place in the sequence

apparently fits between the pictures of Holly as wounded triangle and her depiction as dead

bug To see it you have to visualize two intersecting and overlapping figures The triangle

pointed to the represents Holly the floor The other figure is represented only by his two

legs now clad in trousers and shoes Taylor was unable to go beyond the legs to even try to depict

the of the body or the face that might help 1EQ that person To th right is horizontal

object representing the weapon used Everything is depicted in black suggesting that the victim is

dead at this point and the killer is standing over her after the deed has been done This whole

sequence of drawings offers probably the best leh recapitulation of the events of that

evening

Clinical interviews conducted to help Taylor relive the evcnts of August 17th were

generally consistent with what was expressed in her artwork iQiof her

experience was that she did not seem to show any fear during the lQih Apart from

hide from what did wan to see there was little sense of inh any real danger for

herself demonstrated that pic lys in

gentle way The second time appears to have been after the subbing since it left red smudge on

htt She mentioned that the mart with hint photoaph of herself with her fathet as

well as some pieces from Leggo

Other evidence of what she witnessed is contained in one of the symptoms she now

periodically displays at home particularly at bedtime and when she is under some stress This is

tic or involuntary and repetitive set of movements usually bouncing up and down on

pillow suggesting that she may be simulating some of the stimulating behavior she is likely to

havc observed that day in August How Taylor dealt with identifying the person who committed

the crime will be described in the way that it developed

During the first interview Taylor had tried to draw picture of the
person

who did it She

drew some lines apparently representing the pant legs of that person as seen from behind No

torso or head was shown When requested to draw the face she said she couldnt When asked

why not walked over and picked up the toy phone She said she had to talk to dad
When she put down the phone she said All right P11 draw him At this point her brother burst
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into the room took thpaper said know you cant reto leave

the room until he was ur the interview was broken

Later in that session she tried to describe what happened but parts of the conversation

came out more lyh in syllables than in words Likewise whemshagreed4osttDuring one of the breaks in the

session that day these findings were disussed with the Sergeant He expressed an interest in

fixtding out whether those sounds might indicate one of several suspects whose names were

composed of those syllables His suggestionswere included within much longer list of names

made up of the same sounds They wire all presented to Taylor for identification but no

particular reaction was obtained to any of them

At the very next Taylor put the syllable together herself in reverse order as

daLdee or as daddy SheLtobeEto say this

She also seemed to gain access to number of other details Of what happened in mid August

iEh in this session Taylor had been shown piciur of most of the suspects in the case During

the identification didto ofh the faces two of them by name as Henry

and one as Eddie Although she recognized several other faces as persons she had seen before

she responded in fear to only one was Joseph Schuett her mother later identified this man

as ijof the father who had stayed with them and may have done something to frighten

Taylor this way

By the end of that session said that none of these menliad hurt Holly but she

would show me who did She turned one of the pictures upsidedown and ran it through the copy

machine duci blank page with gray shadow on it She said that the person who did it

was behind that shadow When asked who that was replied Daddy When she was asked

whose daddy she made wide gesture and drew her hands back to her chest three times saying

My Daddy my Daddy my Daddy

That evening after the session upon returning home Tayor repeated this to her

mother Dawn had never heard her make such an identification before and apparently reacted in

shock and tried to talk her out of this This effort was largely successful In different ways Dawn

and Blake have dh forces to prevent Taylor from making such an accusation Her mother

later reported that she could hardly live with the thought that she had exposed her children to living

with someone who might be capable of doing something like that Despite such lies
being understood or believed the overall testimony given by Taylor has been truthThl consistent

and compelling
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CONCLUSIONS

From the interviews and observations Ta and Blake Arena several conclusiQns

might be drawn While this evaluation has been kept separate from the rest of the investigation it

offers an intensive look at one central area of the case While it is dent that this family

experienced great deal of stress from the event and its aftermath the members appear to be

naintaining reasonably healthy equilibrium This will need continued monitoring particularly if

they become involved in any iEhtrial

The first conclusion about Taylors part in the incident is that she served as the only

nonparticipating witness to the death of Holly Staker She did see what happened and has been

affected by the sexual as well as the violent aspects of the event She has reacted with shock

continues to have nigbt tenon and shows some evidence of involuntary She was not

accosted during the incident and did nof feel herself tqbe in danger She mentioned being picked

up twice by the assailant once apparently after the stabbing began

Taylor was protected further from some of the trauma by not identif too fully with the

tQi She said Holly hurt me indicating that she did not like Holly because of something she

had done to her previously While she had some difficulty at first in remembering details of the

event arid identifying the assailant she seems to have gained greater access to what happened that

night over QEconversation she the identity of

That tQat against her own father was met with strong objections from her mother along

with the continuing efforts by her 1oh protect him Whether those accusations can be

maintained substantiated and made the basis of criminal proceeding is open to question But

what she has said particularly through her artwork is compelling and consistent enough to warrant

consideration

The first conclusion about Blake is that he was outside of the house during the incident and

was an earwitness to what happened inside He has been somewhat reluctant witness unwilling

to reveal all that he knows about the case and the person question He appears to he

piptecting the identity less out of fear than honor He acts as if he has some complicit

and may have been sworn to secrecy over revealing it While he has appeared to be cooperative

with investigators lie has admitted joking with them about the details without letting them know

the joke He appears to have walked tightrope inmany of his responses to questions about the

badman so that he does not betray confidence He does not appear to want to resort to lying

and is willing to offer some clues that can speak for him The result is that he seems to be keeping

much of what happened to himself
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Blake has played an active role in attempting to suppress any revelations from his sister that

will go too far in recounting any identifying details of what happened He appears to have talked

to her enough to havea more than adequate knowledge of what went on both inside and out
the house that evening tsegQhit

hidden under outside Hoswhe to know is one of the has notirwi
Blake aLso seems quite aware of the efforts made by the assailant to clean up after the

incident and to be at home enough there to have perhaps relaxed on the couch before leaving He

also feels that his sister was in no daxi during the incident He disputes her claim that the

assailant left with picture of Taylr and her father along with some pieces of Leggo set Blakes

actions might best be explained by assuming that the
person

he is protecting so strenuously is his

father Blaise Arena Whether he is defending him from the crime or the accusation from his sister

is not yet certain

From an evaluation of all the evidence to this point the two most salient conclusions are

either that the father did return and con the crin or that the circumstances of the crime have

brought to the surface an earlier event in which Blake and Blaise Arena have all been

implicated The probability here would be that some form of incest took place between father and

daughter with the son being sworn to secrecy Overlays of one experience upon another are

common occurrence when the psychological dynamics are repeated so vividly that the partly buried

experience isunearthed and reacted to as it is rerealized

third possibility exists that the events are conjoined because both incidents have

happened with the present
built upon the past Thelast possibility exists that the perpetrator of

this crime resembled the father or reminded the children of him enough to trigger the set of

reactions uncovered While this might remain consideration it would have to be supported by

rather convincing evidence to discount the likelihood the children would mistake their father for

someone else

Bearing all these options in mind major recommendation would be to keep open the

possibility that the father was involved in the crime Since the ththcr may be returning to the

Waukegan area by year end with any case against him seemingly clo he may be close enough

at hand to warrant watching ieEof could be established by means of ph9sibal

irhwould of cours be advisable to protect the children from having to confront their

father in court

Likewise as et preparations forw against the person indicted for the crime

it would be ahto rely upon any confession and physical evidence rather than to subject the
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toEtheh trial Jn tjie event that their testimony is necessary

our staff will be available to work with them to recover the truth of their experience and to

advocate their best interest It would be possible to utilize artifacts such as the drawings to testif

for them In this way they should be protected from any further trauma so they may continue

their recovery form the events of August

Finally if our staff could further contribute to your case and protect the interests of the

children at the same time by theirh experience in court we would be pleased to discuss

that possibility and to work with you to serve the interests of all concerned

by

PhD
Executive Director Consulting Psychology Division

GEORGE It LEWIS iV
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WINGS

BLAKES DIM WINGS

SelfPortrait with Sealed Mouth page

Murder Weapon Broken z4 page

B3 Murder Scene Blake in Backyard page

Murderer andBlake Batman and Joker page

BS Portrait ofilwith Twisted Lips page ii

Self Portrait Blake in Conflict page

TAYLORS DRAWINGS

TI Murder Drama Killer and page iv

T2 Holly Stab Wounds page iv

T3 Holly as Dead Bug page

Finding Body page

TS Killer Standing Over Hollys Body page vi
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LAKE COUNTY Sh OFFICE

NAME DATE OF DEAtH
AGE flRACE WHITE SEX FEMALE DATE OF EXAM
ADDRESS 611 NORTH AVENUE EXAMINED BY El

WAUKEGAN ILLINOIS

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION

clothed only ina black and multicolor Qo stained
shirt which is pulled up above the breasts andwrapped in clear

plastic and sheets in black body bag is slender blood
stained body of an 11 year old femaleQ measuring 56
inches in length and weighing approximately 65 pounds

The body is cold to touch Rigor mortis is present to moderate
degree in all joints Livor mortis is present in the posterior and
the portions of the body and along the left side of the

body consistent with the position of the body when found

There are brown paper bags taped over the hands There are
numerous fibers and hairs recovered from the body over the
extremities and trunk Il head hair samples pulled pubic hair

vaginal oral and rectal swabs fibers and hairs recovered
from the pubic region the fingernails from both hands the

removed from the hands the shirt and vial of blood are
collected and submitted to representatives of the Lake County Major
Crime Task Force

The scalp hair is blond and long eye are slightly open The
irides are green The cornae are cloUdy The sclera are white
and nEh The earlobes are The external ears the

ear canals and the nares are intact The mouth contains natural
teeth in good rh There is small linear scar pn the right
side of the chin

The neck nh shows areas of ecchym ic is

The chest is The breasts are small and beginning tolop The abdomen is flat and soft The external genitalia are
those of pubescent female with scant pubic hair

The extremities are symmetrical The fingernails long and
there is blood present under the nail tips The toenails are short
and dirty Thereare small scars on the knees and there are small

abrasions on the left thigh and the right lower leg below

the

The back is symmetrical

RE
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EVIDENCE OF INJURY

There is inch ar of purple ecchymosis op the forehead
to the left of the midline

There is inch alignedh superficial incised wound
to the left cheek

There is inch abrasion on the right side of the chin

There are two oval areas of purple ecchymosis on the left

side of the neck which measure and 075 inch

On the left side of the neck inch below the left ear
there is inch incised wound involving the skin and

superficial subcutaneous tissue

left side of the neck inches below the left ear
is 18 inch incised wound which shows deeper
inch portion and more shallow wound for the remainder
involves the skin and subcutaneous

There small area of hemorrhage on the inferior surfaces
of the right and left sternohyoit muscles which measure less

than 005

There is inch abrasion of the right shoulder

There Is 18 inch puhctate wound beloW the left clavicle

involVing the skin and superfictal

11 There isa inch abrasion below the left clavicle

12 Th isa 18 inch punctate wound above and lateral to the

right breast involving the skin and superficial tissues

On the anterior chest in an area extending from 75 to
15 inches beneath the top of the head and from inch

to the riht of the midline to inches to the left of the

midline there isa total of stab wounds punctate wounds
and incised wounds punctate wounds measure 316 316
and 18 inch and involve theskin and superficial The
incised wounds measure inch 58 inch and 12 The 58

woupd resembles the letter with two intersecting 5a
inch superficial The incised wounds involve the skin
and subcutaneous tissues The stab wounds moasure 78 inch

STAKER HOLLY

There is

right side

rectangular
by inch

by inch area of purple red ecchymosis on the
of the neck which is composed of parallel

areas of ecchymosis ap inches long
in

On the
there

58
wh ch

79
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EVIDENCE OF INJURY

inch 58 inch wound measuring 34 by 12 QQ
The stab wounds are notched and do show one sharp margin and
one blunted margin are superficial onsh extending
from the margins of the stabwounds The four stab
perforate the skin subcutaneous tissue and muscles of the
chest penetrating into the pleural cavity through the rib

cage involving the left second and third
They penetrate into th One wotind

completely perforates the left upper lobe of the lung
One of the stab wounds completely perforates the

entering through the right Qthroug the

pulmonary outflow track to completely perforate the baseaor This wOund has caused hemopericardium The other
stab wounds to the chest have caused bilateral
greater on the left than the There is an anterior
hemomedistinum and there is hemorrhage of the jal
tissues of the esophagus and the

14 On the abdomen inches beneath the tbp of the head
approximately itoh the right of midthere
isa horizontal stab wound measuring 34 by 14 inch with
on sharp margin and one blunt margin The wound course
perforates the skin subcutaneous tissue and muscle of the
abdomen to perforate the stomach and to penetrate into the
inferior aspect of the left lobe of the liver The wound

course is downward and to the right The wound has caused
small hmoperitoneum and has released gastric contents

into the pritoneal

There is minute punctate abrasion in the right lower
of the abdomen

There is horizontal 34 inch stab wound the left
labia majora which penetrates down into labia

There is total of stab wounds to the right arm and hand
There 18 inch punctate wound on the back of the right
hand at the base of the ring finger stab wound which

completely perforates the webbing of the which measures
34 inch on the palmar surface and 12 inch on the dorsal

surface 05 inch wbun on the back of the right
forearm involving the skin subcutaneous tissue and muscle

small 14 by 18 inch stab wound on the anterior QQQ
of the forearm approximately inches above the wrist and

58 by 14 inch gaping stab wound to the right upper
arm about inches above the elbow which involves the skin
subcutaneous tissues and muscle of the upper arm

There is 01 inch abrasion on the right upper arm
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EVIDENCE OF INJURY

19 there is inch purple on the medial aspect of
the right upper arm just below the

There is inch stab wound to the lateral aspect of the
right thigh involving the subcutaneous tissues
and

There isa 0075 inch purple ecchymosis on the lateral aspect
of the right calf

Th is 38 inch abrasion onth anterior aspect of the

right lower leg above the cl
Thete is 075 inch ecch on the lateral aspect
of the left calf

24 There is total of stab wounds to the left arm and
There is inch stab wound to the medial aspect of the

dorsal surface of the hand 58 by 14 inch stab wound to
the back of the approximately inches below the

elbow involving the skin subcutaneous tissue and muscle
large 38 by 18 inch stab wound to the anterior aspect
of the forearm theh elbow inVolving the skin
subcutaneous ti and muscle and 58 inch by 14 inch

stab wound to the back of the upper arm approximately inches
above the elbow involving the skin subcutaneous tissue and
muscle tf the upper

There is 14 inch abrasion on the ulnaraspect th
left

There area of purple ecchymosie on the back of the

left shoulder

There is purple ecchymosis of the labia minora and the

clitoris

There is circumferential abrasion and hyperemia of the

The vaginal mucosa is focally abraded and

30 There is large hemorrhage in the posterior aspect of

the anal sphincter

31 The anal mucosa is focally abraded and shows prominent
vascular markings

14 inch right parietal subgaleal hemorrhage is iE
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INTERNAL EXAMINATION

BODY CAVITIES The body is entered by shaped incision All

organs are present in their normal anatomic position with their
normal relationships There is an anterior Qi

right and left hemothorades hemopericardium and
hemoperitorieum as described

NECK ORGANS There is hemorrhage on the inferior surfaces of the
right and left sternohyoid muscles as described The
cartilages of the epiglottis and the larynx are The hyoid
bone is intact Examination of the tongue shows no evidence of

hemorrhage The incised wounds to the side of the neck do not
involve car artery or the jugular veins

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM The left lung weighs 140 gm the right 200 gm
There is perforating stab wound to the left upper lobe The
pleural surfaces are translucent glistening and The cut
surface of both lungs shows pink gray parenchyma which is free
of natural diseas The tracheobronchial tree is intact The
pulmonary vasculature is free of

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM There ie hernopericardium with

approximately 35 to SO cc of blood within the pericardial
There is perforating stab wound to the heart and base of the
aorta as The heart weighs 140 The coronary
arteries pursue normal anatomic course and are free of

atherosclerosis The valves of the heart and the great vessels are
free of natural disease but there is injury to the pulmonic and
aortic valves secondary to the stab wound to the The
myocardium is pale red brown and firm The epicardium and
endocardium are unremarkable The stab wound to the heart measures

inch in length

HEPAT0 The liver wighs 980 is pale red

brown with smooth capsule and sharp Qh There is stab
wound to the inferior aspect of tho left lobe The cut surface
the livir shows the normal lobular architecture The gall bladder
contains small amount of bro bile The gall bladder mucosa and

the biUary tract are intact

MEMOLYMPHATIC SYStEM The spleen weighs 60 in It is with
wrinkled capsule The cut surface shows pale red brown

parenchyma with indistinct follicles ush shows multiple
stab wounds and large amount of hemorrhage It weighs 120 gm
including the blood The capsule is smooth and translucent and the

parenchyma shoWs the normal iQappearance The mediastinal
and the mesenteric lymph nodes are unremarkable

GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM There is hemorrhage of the adventitial
surface of the no perforating injury The mucosa
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INTERNAL EXAMINATION

is white gli There is stab wound to the body of the
stomach stomach contains approximately 400 cc of only
slightly digested food material The gastric mucosa is hemorrhagic
adjacent to the stab wound is otherwise tan and The

small and large intestine are The appendix is

present and free of abnormality Examination of the rectum and

anus ah lax anus wjth hemorrhage in the anal sphincter muscle

with mucosal erosion and vascular markings NOTE while taking
swab samples of the hai or fiber was removed from the anus
adherent to one of the swabs

GENITOURINARY SYSTEM The kidneys together weigh 140 grn Their

capsules strip with the usual The external surfaces

are pale red brown and smooth The cut surface shows the normaltic The renal pelves ureters and the

urinary bladder are The bladder contains clear yellow
urine

The internal organs of reproduction coneist of two thin delicate

fallopian two ovaries appropriate for and small

uterus There is circumferential hyperemia and abrasion of

exocervix and the vaginal mucosa is abraded and The
external genitalia show the stab wound to left labia majora and

bruising of the clitoris and the labia minora especially on the

right

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM The pituitary thyroid gland adrenal
glands the pancreas are unremarkable

SYSTEM There is no evidence of fractures or
natural disease the bone or muscle

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM The ph shows no evidence of lacerations

or hematomas Upon reflecting the scalp the small right parietal
aQlh hemo is noted The skull is intact Upon entering
the pr cavity there is no evidence of an epidural cQir
or achnoi hemorrhage The brain weighs 1300 gm There is

iEQa edema with flattening of the gyri The 1eptomeninge are
thin and The cranial nerves are intact The cerebral

vasculaturs pUrsues normal course Serial coronal sections

through the brain and the revealh no gray or white matter

pathology

TOXICOLOGY Samples of blood bile gastric cpntents and urine
are submitted Tissue is subr for stock and sections are
taken for histologic examination from the cervix vagina and

rectum region

DISPOSITION OF EVIDENCE PLEASE SEE ABOVEO
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HISTOLOGIC EXAMINATION

Vagina Mucosal loss with congestion and dilatation of
submucosal blood vessels

Rectumanus Large amount of fresh hemorrhage in the skeletal
musl0 Mucosal loss with congestion and QBQB
of the submucosal blood

Cervix Mucosal loss with congestion and dilatation of the

blood vesselswith acute inflammatory cell infiltrates

DIAGNOSES

Multiple stab and incised wounds to the face neck chestBB
Multiple stab consistent with defense wounds to the

right and left hands and BQB

Stab wound to the Cla
Ecchymosis of the labia minora and clitoris

50 Abrasion and hyperemia of the vagina and cervix

Hemorrhage of the anal sphincter

70 Abrasion of the rectal mucosa with lax anus and
vascular markings

80 Multiple punctate to the chest

Multiple abrasions and Occhymosis of the trunk and

extremtties

Patterned ecchymosie of the neck with hemorrhages of the strapec
110 BIlateral anterior mediastinal hematoma

hemoperitoneum hemopericardium

12 wounds to the left lung heart liver and stomach

13 Right parietal subgaleal hemorrhag

14 Cerebral edema
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OPINION

The death of this year female HOLLY is duemustab and incisedwounds is evidence of sexual

assault with injury to the genitalia and the anus and rectum
There is also of strangulation with ecdhymosis of the skin
of the neck and hemorrhages in the strap muscles There is total

of 27 stab and punctate wounds noted
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COUNTY MAJOR CRIME TASK FORCE

Report

Case No Date Reporting Officer55 TESSMANN

Subject of Case Date

DEATH INVESTIGATION LQ TESSMANN 30Oct92

Lead

503

Interview with REBECCA RIVERA FHBQ 5178
612 May St
Waukegan

TX 6235083
Student and Waukegan High School

On the above date at approximately reporting officer and SGT
KALIDOMAS went to the Waukegan High School in reference to speaking

with REBECCA Upon arrival reporting officers met with AL

ROGERS ofh security and explained to him that officersneeded

to speak with AL ath this tithe had one of his security

staff go ai locate RIVERA and brirg her to his office
indicate that present during our conversation with RIVERA was AL ROCERS

SGT CA and REBECCA RIVERA Reporting officer indicated to

RIVERA that officers present needed to ask her some questions and she

indicated that she would cooperate anyway that she could RIVERA

to this officer that she remembered seeing me onthe previous

night when to Search was conducted at her RIVERA

stated to this officer that she is Freshman at Waukegan High School

and was attending schopi this IO REBEC if the bike that

was taken with permissiod from her mother previously was her bike and

she tated yes REBECCA stated that her brother JUAN got her the bike

about year ago and she did not know how or where he got the bike from

Reporting officers asked REBECCA if the bikehas been changed Ceh when
he got it for her such as the style or color and she stated no Reporting

officers asked REBECCA he brother JUAN ever used the bike and she

stated yes that he uEe to use it all the time IO asked REBECCA

when was the last time that he did use the bike and she stated that she

did not know for sure but that it was sometime before to jail
In Galesburg RO asked REBECCA where her brother JUAN stay

when he was in town and she stated at our house and that he had room
in the upstairs of their apartment IO asked REBECCA if she knewsh girlfriend and she stated yes and that it wasa VERONICA DIAZ

and that they have dated for little over year IO
asked REBECCA if she knew HOLLY STAKER and she asked officers if this

girl had blonde in color hair and that if she lived over by North

and we replied yes REBECCA stated that she knew this girl and that

she would sometimes study with her at the Waukegan Library downtown

REBECCA further informed officers that this girl lived by the Cheers

Tavern Reporting officers asked REBECCA if she could have introduced

HOLLY to her brother JUAN and she stated REBECCA stated that her

brother JUAN would come to the library on sions to pick her

Page of
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LAKE COUNtY MAJOR CRIME TASK FORCE

Report

Case No Reporting Date Reporting Officer

9255313 30Oct92 TES
By Date Lead NoSubject of Case

NANN 30Oct92DEATH INVESTIGATION

Page of interview with REBECCA RIVERA

REBECCA stated that she would always introduce her friends to JUAN

apd that she probably introduced him to Reporting officers

asked REBECCA if she was around when the HOLLY STARER murder occurred

which was on the 17th of August 1992 and she stated REBECCA

informed os that she was in Puertp Rico with her nother from 7July92

until Qh Reporting officers asked REBECCA if her brother had

talked to her at all about this incident and she stated no that her

brother does not tell her Reporting officer asked REBECCA if

she would tell officers anything if she knew anything about this incident

and she stated that she Reporting officers asked REBECCA if

there was anything further that she could add and stated

Interview

End of Report
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LAKE qOUNTY MAJOR CRIME TASK FORCE

Report

base No Reporting Date Reporting Officer55 102992 Ah James Held

Subject of Case Typed By Date Lead Nof

Death Investigation BLF 110292 501

On 102992 at 1130AM reporting investigator HELD and

DAVIS from the Waukegan Police Department transported Juan RIVERA
DOE 103172 from the Lake County Sheriffs Office to John Reidand
Associates in Chicago for polygraph

While enroute to that location we stopped at Wendys Restaurant in

Highland Park and purchased liu for Mr Rivera at his

At 1215PM we arrived at Reid and Associates and the polygph was

to be administered by Mike MASOKAS Mike Masokas going to ask

Rivera three questions Were you present when Holly Staker was

stabbed On the night of Ust 17 1992 did you see or talk to

Michael Jackson Did you lie to the police about what you did and

where you were on the night of August 17 1992

Hasokasadvisedthe RI that question was answered question

was answered yes and question was answered no

opinion was that Rivera was not telling the truth to one or

more of these questions but due to the general nature of theshreactions Masokas could not be specific as to the area that

he was deceptive

Masokas then que Rivera as to why the test results showed his

decptive and Rivera admitted to sok that he had lied about

the party at the Craig residence and the unknown person who had left

the party several times and came back and when he came back the third

time he was sweaty and out of breath Rivera told Masokas that the

reason that he made the story up was to get the police off of his

back

Rivera then provided Masokas with what he did do on 8J Rivera

said that he had heard about party that was supposed to be at the

Craig residence on County St He left his house at approximately
and rode his bike to the Craig residence for the party Rivera

said that he arrived at the Craig residence at approximately SPM
and he came from his home at 612 May St QH
When Rivera got to the Craig residence there was no one Outside so

he parked his bike by the porch and hung around outside of the Craig
residence for two or three hours He did not knock on the door or go
into the house he just waited in front and smoked some cigarettes
He did not see anyone go iileave the house

of Approved
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Report

Case No Reporting

Q92
Subject of Case

Investigation

Date Officer

ll30A Investigator

By Date

BLF 02
Held

rLead

501

Rivera said that he then saw the police and ambulance lights

reflecting by Crib Foods so he went to see what was going

found the police on Hickory and walked up and talked to the lady

that lived at the house where tha police were igh Dawn

This lady was hysterical so he hung around for approximately fifteen

minutes and then walked

It should be noted that Mike Masokas felt that Rivera was withholding

information

At 545PM reportin investigator betective Davis and Mike Masokas

began ingh Rivera about the changes in his story Reporting

investigator asked Rivera why he made up the first story about

unknown male subject leaving the Craig party several timS
told this investigator that he said that because he wanted the police

to leave him alone

Reporting investigator then id Rivera that prior to any

investigators ever questioning him about this case he told the same

story about the person leaving the party at the Craig residence to

Eddie MARTIN when they were in the Lake County Jail Rivera

denied telling Martin this story about the male subject being at

the sh party and leaving several times

Reporting investigator further advised Rivera that the first

that he had with an investigator regarding this case was when he was

incarcerated at Rivera continued to deny ever telling
Martin the story of the party at Craigs house

This investigator then questioned Rivera as to why he picked out the

lady who is now identified as Dawn to talk to at the

crime scene on Hickory Rivera responded that it was because he knew

that Holly was babysitting at that ladys house

When asked how he knew that Holly babysat there he said
slipped out it slipped out Rivera went on to say that his sister

Becky has girlfriend on Hickory and that this girlfriend knows

Holly Riven said that he used to babysit in cQ and that he

likes babysitting

ge of Approved By
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veh Report

Case No Reporting
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Subject ot Case

flepth jQgEt

Date

Typed

BLF

Officer

Investigator James

By

Held

Lead No

501

Rivera was asked again how kn that Holly was babysitting that
house and he again said just slipped out Rivera was again
asked how he knew to talk to the lady identified as Dawn Engelbrecht
and he said that approximately four or five months he was driving
his car down Hickory and gota fiat tire in front of her Dawn house
He saw her get Out of her car and he asked her if she had pump so
that he could pump up his bike tire She Dawn said dont know

you from and Rivera told her that he had been at Cheers
when she has bartended

Reporting investivator asked Rivera how knew Holly and Rivera
stated that his sister Becky is friends with Holly and he ha seen
the wq them together at

Reporting investigator tb questione Rivera as to his real
activities for two to three hours and he says that he was at the

Craigs house fEC said that he heard something about aparty at
the Craig house and he was on home detention with the leg monitor
wanted to go He unplugged th mon and went out but he
did not take it off he just unplugged it and then went out

Rivera said that he just hung out and smoked some cigarettes at the
Q9Ss he never knocked oh the door or went inside and he stated
that he never saw anyone at the Craig resi
Reporting investigator advised Rivera that interviews had already been
done with numerous people that were at the Craig residence on

081792 and none of these people said that they saw Rivera
Rivera was advised that these peopLe were in and out of the house all
evening and Rivera was never there

At this point Rivera admitted no being at the Craig residence as
he had originally Rivera said that he did not know what he
did for the two or three He did say that he niay have been at
the Craig residence for approximately fifteen to thirty minutes and
then He taid that he left his bike there and his bike is

probably still at the Craig residence

Rivera advised that he walked from the Craig residence but he could
not say where he went Rivera said that he may have gone toldQs or may have ne out to get high

At this point in the interview Detective Davis and Mr Masokas left
the room for approximately fifteen to twenty minutes During this
time reporting investigator requested Rivera to again go step by step
as to what he did on 081792

Page of
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Case No Reporting92 1l30A

Reporting Officer

InvestigatorJames Held

sbject of Cage Typed By Date Lead

ELF 02 501

Rivera advised that he was working ona car with his uncle and drank

some He left his house at approximately 500PM on his bike
tthich he dScribed as blue Schwinn 10 speed rode to McDonalds

on Genesee St and got some food He ate the inside of Q4Ss
and smoked some cigarettes then went to the Craig residence

because he heard that there was qoing to be party He

at the CraigBs and there was on the Craig residence

He then walked to Maniac Park enti as Juniper Park and saw

8h bought two joints for each

Rivera then went to the park on Grand whichis identified as

Park smoked one joint on the stairs at the park and he then

walked to West St where he saw black 18 car identified as

Toyota vehicle This car was parked on the street by the church with

the windowopen Rivera advised that he stole two speakers from this

car and he took th home and put them in his basement Riyera said

that the speakers were probably still in his basement at this time

Rivera then walked back to the draig residence and this is when he

saw the police and ambulance lights in the area of Crib Foods He

walked to where the lights were to sh what was going on and he

found the police to be on Hickory He talked to the lady that lived

in the house where the police were at being identifie as Dawn

Rivera said that this SQ was wild and crazy

Rivera advised that he stayed at that location for approximately
fifteen minutes and he then walked While he was on Hickory he

did not that he knew other than the lady that he tried to

talk to While on Hickory St Rivera went and stood by car

At this point Detective Davis and Mr Hasokas returned to theihroom Masokas Riverah telling him at he was

involved in the death of this girl Rivera denied this and told

Masokas the same story about stealing the car speakers Rivera also

Masokas that he sold the speakers for 100 to guy named Eddie

LNU
At this point reporting investigator left the interview room and

Riveracontinued to talk Detective Davis and

See Detecti Davis nth regarding this conversation

Reporting investigator reurned to the interview room approximately

ten minutes later The questioning then continued with Rivera

denying that he killed the girl and he also denied having any other

information regarding the girlvs death
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Reporting investigator and Detective iE then transported Rivera

back to the Lake county Sheriffs Office at approximately 645PM
arriving at the sh Office at 7Q5OPMEh This

reporting investigator asked Juan Rivera if he to get something

to eat and Rivera said that he would wait until we got back to the

Lake County Jail

During the ride back to the Sheriffs Office the only other

information that Rivera could provide was that he had seeP Holly in

the neighborhood few times investigator again aSked

Rivera why he mad up his original story and he again said that it

was to get the police off his back

River was again advised that he told this story to Eddie Martin in

the Lake county Jail prior to any police contact Riyera had no

response tothis statement

TJ arriving at the Lake County Sheriff Office at Juan

Rivera was escorted to an iewh room and fed dinner consisting

of three tacos and glass of wate

Ehdof Report
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LAKE COUNTY MAJOR CRIME TASK FORCE

Report

Reporting Date Reporting Officer

SSP Investigator Rich

Typed By Date JINo

SML 1l
On the above and ime reporting officer and COLIN spoke to Kathy

WOLLERT 56E 28 Maple St
work il interview took place in an interview room at the

Lake County Sher Department

Reporting officer ked Ms Wollert about the information Officer DEVEAU

from the Waukegan ice Department had given phone call she

had receivedfrom JUTTON in reference to the Holly STAKER homicide
Ms Wollert stated she had roommate named Chuck BENNETT who roomed

with her for approxi ely six months tEh moving back to Fort

one month ago Ms lert stated that she had put her home up for sale

approximately one non ago and at this time Mr Bennett moved back to Fort

WayneIN She st hat ish the stepfather of Holly ari4

Heather STAKER

Ms lle stated after the homicide had happened she received call

rom Mr Bennetts sister who said Do you know Chuc wi
naiden name was think the daughter was killed Ms lle stated
after she confirmed the last name and that it was Holly Staker she

contacted Mr Bennetts parents in Arkansas and they contacted Mr Bennett

in Fort WayneIN Mr Bennett then came back to this area and stayed QQ
Ms Woliert until after the Ms Wollert stated while Mr Bennett

was atthe house phone call came in from Billy Jutton

Ms Wollert stated Mr Jutton was roommate of hers and used to live at
the house approximately to years ago Woliert stated she met Mr
Jutton while working at Ehe Jewel Food Store on Greenbay Rd and Grand Ave
She stated that Mr Jutton was at the Halfway House at this tim and

looking for room to rent Ms Wollert stated that she r9nted the room to

Mr Juttoh and he stayed there for approximately seven months to one BQB
Ms Wollert stated during the time Mr Jutton was at the house she found

out that he was gang member and was havin gang members coming over to

the house She then asked Mr Jutton to leave hich he did Ms Wollert

stated Mr Jutton while he was staying there and up until this date

receives monthly check from the Government She stated shebelieved

had something to do with his father who had been killed or died and it

might be Social Security neQ
Woliert stated while Bennett was at the house Bennett asked

Mr Jutton to look into who had killed his stepdaughter Holly Staker

Mr Jutton stated he would try to get that information for huh

iEth stated later that night Mr Bennett told her that he had asked Mr

putton to find out this information and to get back to him and that if he
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Reporting Officer

Investigator Rich Davis

Date Lead No

EjU
was not there her to call him in Fort WayneIN and give him the

Ms stated on 090592 at she had received call from

Mr Mn Ju stated that he was calling for Mr as Mr
Bennett had asked hi check into who killed Holly stated Yeah
know that he asked check it out Mn Jutton then stated was at

party at friends se and while at the party person named Dion SIMS

was talking about doin he murder Wollert stated she asked
Jutton when the party nd she believes said it was either three days
after the homicide or after the homicide she was not exactly sure
Ms Wollert stated that she asked Mr Jutton who this Dion person was if

hewas black Esh or white Mr Jutton said No little whitd

guy Hes nut Hes cocaine freak likes doing copane and he

does jot of it and he kepton doing it all that night bion was bragging

about the murder He was acting like it was nothing Dion stated he just

killed some street bitch it was not big deal He said just killed

this street Mr Jutton said that Dion said was at party on

Thestnut and Idid couple hits of acid left the party figured

would go ove and get me some Diob said that he knew that this girl was

babysitting and he went over there and she let him into the He

stated she started coMing on to him and then she was complaining about the

little year old seeing what they were doing so he locked the year old

out of the apartment Then he started coming on to her and she kept on

refusing him Dion was saying that she started fjghting with him she was

slapping him and tried to scratch him Dion said slapped her back

couple of times and then she started screaming had to shut bitch

up so nailed her and then did it again and then lost my head and

kept doing it Ms wollert stated she asked Mr EDid anybody

notice his clothes Werent his clothes bloody or his shoes bloody
How could anybody not notice the fact that he must have had blood on his

clothes or shoes Mr Jutton stated that Dion said that he went home

changed his clothes and then burned the clothes that he had on

Wollert asked Mr Jutton if he as going to tell anybody Mr Jdtton

stated cant tell anyone You know that the gang has code of

silence Ms Wollert stated that Mr Jutton asked her What are you

gonna do with this information Ms Wollert stated Well someone needs

to know Mr stated agree Someone needs to know but cant
tell them Jutton went on to say that the does not like the fact

that he Dion was bragging about doing this and the fact that he Dion
even did The gang did not sanction this act and this person is not

member of the Latin King Gang that Mr Juttonbelongs to
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ativeh Report

Reporting officer aad Ms Wollert if Mr Jutton stated where the party

was or who was at Ms Wollert stated he did not Reporting

officer asked Ms w3i if Mr Jutton stated exactly when the party was
Ms Wollert stated lieve he said it was either three days after the

murder or week afte murder not exactly sure Reporting

officer asked Mr Wolle here Jutton Ms not

sure believe in Kenosha with girlfriend of his

Reporting officer asked Ms ollert if this person he

said was Dion Sims Ms Wo rt stated that Mr Jutton described him as

little white guy wa there and that he lives somewhere in the

area where m3took Reporting offiflr asked Mr ert if

Jutton was coming back in town Ms Wollert stated that received

call couple of days ago from Jutton stated that he and his

girlfriend were going to cbme down to her house and pick uj baby cat that

she had there but he would have to get hack to her because he did not know

hich ys off his flrlfriend was going to have from work Ms Wollert

lso stated that Mr Jutton would be coming down towards the end of the

aonth topick uphis government check but she did not know which day he

was going to be coming

Reporting officer asked Ms Wollert todescribeM Jutton and she stated

he is approximately 19 to 20 years of age to l55lbs to

has curly collar length dark brown hair with red tint and he combs it

straight back and it sHcks out on the sides he mostly wears baseball

hat Reporting officer asked Ms Wollert if when she was talking to Mr
Jutton if he said how many this Dion person said he had s4abbed the

girl Ms Wollert stated he did not he just said Dion said nailed her

and then nailed her again and then lost my head and continue to do

Reporting officer asked Ms Wollert if Mr Jutton said how Dion

out of the apartment She stated he did not Reporting officer asked if

Dion said what the Qs name was Mr Wollert stated Mr Jutton said hebraabout street bitch

Reporting officer asked Ms Wollert if had phone number for Mr Jutton

and she stated She did not lQigh officer asked what Qs
girlfriends name was and she stated believe her name is Stella but

not positive Reporting officer asked her if there was anything else

she remembered at this time about the conversation she had with Mn Jutton

Ms Wollert stated that this conversation took place on 090592 and it has

been long time 5Q write any of this down and finally told

girlfriend of mine about it and then decided that should tell my

rother and then told Officer Deveau of the Waukegan Police Department
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LAKE COUNTY MAJOR CRIME TASK FORCE

Investigative Report

On the above date and time reporting officer spoke with HEATHER STAKER

FWi who is the sister of the victim HOLLY STAKER This
interview took place at the Lake County Building in one of the interview

IO asked HEATHER if she could describe the details occurred

with her and HOLLY on 11Aug92 HEATHER stated that she and got

up around 800am and they did not eat breakfast because they never do
HEATHER stated that her and HOLLY were grounded that day but she could

not remember for sure why HEATHER stated that probably because they
do not do their chores sometimes as they are instructed todo ItER
stated that HOLLY was to babysit this dayat DAWN shhouse

her two children BLAKE and TAYLOR and that HOLLY was suppOse to be

there at 400pm HEATflR stated that HOLLY left their house on North
Ave at approximately Odan and that HOLLY went to SHELLY

house HEATHER stated that when HOLLY left that she HEATHER statyed
at hole and watched KERRY and AMANDA while her mother NANCY and her

stepdad MIKE were atwork HEATHER indicated to this officer that

MIKE usually get home from work at around 500pm and that her mol

usually gets home by HEATHER stated that her did not get
home until sometime after 400pm and that HOLLY had already left for

DAWNs house HEATHER that HOLLY was that her mom got

hoi because HOLLY did not get back home from sh until about

345pm and that HOLLY knew shewas not suppose to go anywhere HEATHER

then stated that she never saw HOLLY again until the funeral HEATHER

stated that after everyone in her family except HOLLY ate dinner that

her mom sent her HEATHER to Cribs Store for some whip cream

and nuts because they were going to have bananas splits for dessert
HEATHER stated that when she walked to Cribs she was tempted to go visit

HOLLY at DAWNs but decided not to go over there and that it was about

HEATHER stated that knew that H9LLY called their house

several times from around 400pm to 630pm but that she HEATHER never

talked to her HEATHER stated that she knew that her mom talked

to HOLLY and that mom never said anything about HOLLY being afraid

or anything like that HEATHER did state however that neither her

nor HOLLY liked to be alone in DAWNs house because it was bad neigh
borhood with gangs and also DAWNs house was real spooky because every
where that you would walk the floor would creak stated that

other than going to sh she never left their house that day IO
asked HEATHER if anybody she could think of had been ningh HOLLY

or dem to have sex with her and she stated nobody that she of
RIO asked HEATHER who she thought took HOLLYS wirginity and she stated

that it would either be BRAD STOUT her cousin or ZACH HEATHER

stated that One time when they were home alone that BRAD was over and
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Case No

Subject of Case

hh INVESTIGATION

Reporting Date

1Oct92

Typed

Reporting Officer

TESSMANN

By Date

TESSMANN 2Oct92

Lead No

LjO2

Pg of interview with HEATHER STAKER

was shwing her and HOLLY how to have sex because he wanted to be sure
that they knew asked HEATHER if she had sex with BRAD and she

stated no that she was alniost positive that HOLLY did because they
went to the back bedroom and that HOLLY and BRAD were back ther for quite
some time IO asked HEATHER if she thought if BRAD or HACK would force

sex on HOLLY and she stated no IO asked HEATHER if either one of then

would be capable of killing HOLLY and she stated absolutely not
asked HEATHER if she thought if anybody else had sex with HOLLY and she

thath she thought that maybe the magician would have she did

not for sure then asked HEATHER if she would be willing to

view the photos that were taken jnside of sh house after the homicide
and she stated that would be no problem as long as there were none of her

sister Rio then displayed above photos to at which time

she spoke to this officer about each RIO pointed out photo of

females compact case that was laying on the living room floor which

appeared to have been placed underneath the carpeting and asked HEATHER
if this belonged to HOLLY and she stated that she did not know for sure
but if she seeh it in per she might be able it
HEATHER at photo that depicted the front door and HEATHER

stated that she did not remember ay scratches Or gouges the door and

jam that were displayed in the RIO then displayed various photos
that were contained in our Intelligence files at which time she indicated
the following

KNOWN PHOTOS

RANDALL WItSON this guyuse to bother me and HOLLY and would alwajs
be walking around North and Hickory
STEPHEN JANIS have seen him around the neighborhood
ZACK QUIST That is the one told you about
JOE SCHUITT have seen this guy around
BILLY JO JUTTON have seen this guy around also

BRAD IJT that is my cousin
JOEL STEWARD He looks familiar froth somewhere
MIKE KALINOWSKI That is my stepdad
CHUCK BENNETT That is my

10 ED PAWLICK have seen him around the neighborhood

11 MANUEL CHAGOYA He hangs around in the neighborhood
12 MIKE JACKSON think he hangs around Franklin St
13 DION COLEMAN That
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Case No55 Reporting Date

1Oct92

Reporting Officer

SGT TESSMANN

Subject of Case Typed By Date Lead No

DEATH INVESTIGATION TESSMANN 2Oct92 402

Page of interview with HEATHER STAKER

14 TERRYSEALS That was the neighbor that lived downstairs from DAWN
15 WILLIAM MODICA do not know where know this guy from but some

where

RIO asked HEATHER how she got along with BLAKE and that she said real

good asked if she would be willing at some tithe to talk

to BLAKE and she stated no problem stated that when she

ould babysit for DAWN that BLAKE would wander around and when she would
find him she would yell at him and that BLAKE would say are just

my Ha old babysitter until my mom gets home at 200am HEATHER

tated that the only thing that bothered her about thiswas that every
body that would be standing around would know that she would be alone

with the kids informed HEATHER that this offier might be speaking
with her agin in the near future and she stated that she would help

way that she could

Interview rm
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Investigative Report

Case No92 Reporting Date

081992
Reporting Officer

IMh AsCommander Michael Haley

Subject of Case

Death Investigation

Typed By

JMR

Date10 Lead No
49

On Monday 081992 at approximately this Reporting Investigator

RI and Investigator Michael BLAZINCIC interviewed Heather FW
008 611 North The interview took place at the

Lake County sh 25 Waukegan IL

These investigators asked Heather if she could de the clothing her

Sister Holly was on Monday O8179 the date of her death
Heather stated that Holly was wearing long muiti shirt that was

tied in knot in the front and was long in back Heather further

stated that Holly was alsO wearing black stirrup pants with red lacy panties
on

This RI Heather if Holly always wore panties Heather stated Wa
Holly always wore panties even when

When asked how Heather knew that Holly was wearing red lacy panties
eather replied that earlier in the day wal into the bathroom in the

ouse while Holly was sitting on the toilet and saw the red lacy panties
eather indicated that the panties were given to them by their mother and

hat both Heather and Holly both share the same underwear

Heather described the panties as having red lace buttock area and solid

red front with hole located at the upper center in fro
Heather was asked about the relationships between the magician named Leo
and her and Heather stated that she and Holly met at picnic
her father toQk her and Holly to approximately two months ago Heather

stated that told them that he was 19 years old and that she later

found out he was 36 years Heather related that told them that

he wanted to use them in his magic show and that he would take them

Florida Heather stated that gave Holly his telephone number and

that had offered to perform his magic act for free at the birthday of
Connie LDES who resides at Steel and Cory streets in Waukegan in big

green house Heather stated that Holly later called Leo and him

that they were not going to have birthday party Heather stated that

Leo later contacted Holly and took her to McDonalds Restaurant for ice

cream and alsO gave Hollya rose and couple of pictures of

This RI asked Heather if she was aware of knife anywhere outside of the

Heather related that on the last day she babysat at sh which

was the friday before Holly hur Blake found knife in his club
which is play area located in of the backyards in the neighborhood
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Case No Reporting Date Reporting Officer

082992 l0 Investigator92 5531

Subject of Case Typed By Date

Death NE 09

Donald Meadie

217

This lte is Eddie John DUB 010679 433

WaukeganIL no hom 8th grade student at Abbott Middle

On the above date andt reporting investigator and Dan CREATHOUSE

spoke to Eddie Quist the interview room of the Waukegan Police

Department in reference this case Also present during the interview

was Doug ROBERTS attorne by the Quist

Reporting investigators asi Eddie to relate his whereabouts oil Monday

081792 Eddie stated on day at approximately 300PM he and his

family returned home after va in Wisconsin Eddie stated shortly

after they arrived home he wa asked to go to the store to buy some

food Eddie stated he rode hisbike to bb Food Store bought the dog

food and left stated was riding his bike home he saw Holly

STAKER walking Eddie stated Ho Staker was walking southbound on the

east side of Hickory St south of and was walking diagonally across

Hickory to the we side of the Eddie stated Holly was wearing

multicolored shirt and black tights Eddie stated he stopped and said hi

to Holly and she acknowledged him however she was in hurry stating she

had to go babysitting at which time she continued on her way Eddie

stated he left and went home Eddie stated Holly Staker was alone and he

did not see anyone else in the immediate area at the time

Eddie stated after arriving home from the store he and this brother Zack

went to ith School where they sat on the front stepsfo
15 to 30 minutes state he and his brother Zack decided to go to

Liz sh house so Zack could give her pine snake he caught in

Wisconsin Eddie stated when they arrived at Liz house he could not

remen if she was home or not

At approximately 430PM Eddie states he and Zack went to Dave

and Christys house on James Ct Eddie stated they went he to obtain

the title for jet ski that was given to them as payment for some work

that was done Eddie stated they were looking through boxes for the title

but could not find it stated that Dave had to to go to work

Eddie stated he Zack and Qhristy sat around for watching video

titled The Last Boy Scout Eddie stated after le he Zack and

Christy walked to QS Restaurant on North Ave to buy some cigarettes

Eddie stated he gave Christthe money to buy the cigarettes so he could

give them to friend of his was later determined through cQ
statement that the cigarettes purchased at sh were actually for Eddie

and the reason Eddie would not admit to it was their mother does not know

that Eddie
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Case Mo

92 5531

Subject of CaseDeat

Reporting Date Reporting Officer

Donald Meadie

Typed By rh
ation 09f 217

Eddie stated hed Zack walked Christy where he and left

shortly EecaUseh Zack wanted to go spend the night at theirshhouse Eddie stated when they got home Zack asked their dad

for ride Eddie 4ated he and his father drove Zack to the Frontier

Restaurant where hi4worked Afterward he and his father

went home where he st there the rest of the night It was not until

the next day when he rn that Holly Staker was He called Zack

at their shi4 to tell him butZack would not believe him so

his mother spoke to Zack confirmed the fact that Holly was ki1led

When Eddie denied hN any sezual relationship with Holly Staker

When questined about any Cfection he had towards Holly Staker Eddie

appeared to be embarrassed shy to answer the questions which were

presented to him even though did later admit to kissing Holly Staker

on the cheek at one time or anther Eddie could not provide any further

information at this time

The interview was then terminatedt

End of Report
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Case No Date Reporting Officer55 081792 Evidence

Subject of Case By

Death Investigation JMR

Technician

Date

091092

Bert

Lead

Foster

No

The Reporting Officer Advanced Evidence Technician Bert FOSTER Jr
T671 of the Lake County Major Crimes Taskforce responded to the Waukegan

Police Department in reference to death investigation

Upon arrival 1100PM on 081792 the Reporting Officer met with Assistant

Commander Sergeant Charles FAGAN who advised the Reporting Officer the

details of the incident Reporting Officer learned that an 11 year old

white female had been stabbed to death while babysitting for friend at

442 Hickory Street The victim was identified as Holly

STAKER FW DOD 011381 of 611 North Av Waukegan TX 8773h who

was watching yeai old white female Taylor ARENA DOB 120189 and

year old white male Blake ARENA 86 who are children of

FW DOD all of 442 Hickory Waukegan TX82 Dawn Engelbrecht wa at work at Cheers Tavern in Waukegan

at the time of the incident The Reporting Officer learned that the two

children were not injured during the incident and that Blake bee
locked out of the residence during the The Reporting Officer

so learned that the victim was lying on the childrens bedroom floor

west Bedroom in fetal position

After all onQh gathered the Advanced Evidence Technicians the

Reporting Officer REED YAGECIC SOTTBERG and JONES mdt and

went to 442 Hickory Street to process the crime scene

ilh arrival at the crime neh 1201AM on 081892 the Reporting

Officer observed numerous Waukegan Police Officers on location and the

residence was taped off and secured with two uniformed Waukegan Police

Officers th froht door and two at the rear door Prior to entering the

residence Evidence Technician Jones entered the residence and video taped

the scene assisted by Evidence Technician After video taping

all five Technicians entered the residence and began to process the scene

Prior to any the Reporting Officer and Technician Yagecic

photographed the scene including all evidence At this time the scene was

processed including dusting for latents and the collection of evidence

The Reporting Officer observed the residenceapartment to be on the second

floor with front and rear door at the bottom of the stairwell

securitytype door and front and rear door to the apartment Of the

four doors the Reporting onQly observed forced entry to the top

rear door to the The Reporting Officer observed damage to the

jamb at the dobr knob latch area and observed the door to have 4amage

consistent with someone kicking hole in the
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This damage was located below the door knob and evidence shows that the

door ns damaged from the outsfde in Evidence also shows that the

deadbolt lock was in the unlocked position when the doorwas forced open

due to the fact that there was no damage to the deadbolt catch on the door

In the front stairwell the Reporting Officer observed what appeared to be

blood below the hand railing at each step top four Inside the

the Reporting Officer observed shoe in the living room by the

dining room In the dining room was one of the dining roon table chairs

turned over which was between the table and the south wall walk way
the southwest corner of the dining roon was childrens plastic Coleco

picnic table the bench away from the wall were drops of reddish

substance believed to be blood Inside the kitchen the same type of drops

were located on the floor and kitchen table the it appeared as if

someone used the sink to wash something with the same reddish substance on

it Spatter of the reddish substance was found on the sink and wall above

the sink chipsshavings were found inside the kitchen by rear

door The area where the door wa kiked in was not the solid part of

the door but the veneer rt of the door the outside of the rear

upstairs kitchen door the Reporting Officer located two shoe impressions

located near the door handle

Ujon entering the northwest bedroom childrens bedroom Reporting

Officer observed the door partially open with pool of blood the floor

at the doorway Lying on the floor at 45 degree angle from the southeast

corner of the room behind the door hinge side the Reporting Officer

observed the victim Holly The victims head was in the corner of

the door and she wa ngh her left The victims knees were bent

at approximately 90 degrees and her arms were bent upwards so her hands

were up by her She was only wearing shirt which was pulled up

aboye her breast area and was blood soaked The victim was covered in

blood and appeared to have numerous stab wounds on her body The Reporting

Officer observed several stab wounds on her chest and one on her right

thigh to the large amount of blood it was difficultto examine the

victim for injuries and possible evidence As the bedroom was

it was observed that struggle took place one place being on the bed

against the north wall Blood impressions smears and spatter were ted
on the north wall above the bed and against the south Wall where the victim

was found the floor at the west wall of the the Reporting

Officer observed pair of black stretchstirrup pants which were turned

inside out and had wjiite tennis shoe tangled in one of the stirrups

This shoe was the match to the one found in the living
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Case No55 eporting Date

081792

Reporting Officer

Evidence Technician Foster

Subject of Case

Death igation

Typed By

JMR

Date

091092
Lead No

This Reporting
for the crime

collection of

contamination

Officer assisted Technician Jones with measures Of the scene

scene diagram and then assisted with the processing and

evidence After securing certain evidence to avoid

Deputy Coroner John entered the scene to remove the

The Reporting Officer assisted Deputy Coroner Hanlon with the removal of

the victim and then stood by until the victim was transported to the Lake

County Morgue Technician Yagecic rematned with the victim lh the

arrival at the morgue After all evidence work was completed the

technicians secured the apartment 7d then cleared from the scene

The Reporting Officer took custody of the apartment keys blue key ring

with four keys and then spoke with Waukegan Police Officer CARRY

who advised the Reporting Officer that he would be ngh by at the

residence and would await the board up service to arrive and board up the

top rear toh this apartment this door was toliected

For further information see Police Department report 2Q
End of Report
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At approximate this date reporting investigator received

telephone call female who identified herself as Terry ALDEN 37541

Aye Bek4 ParkIL 98l Mrs Al4en stated that on

081792 at 30PM she was visitin9 her mother and was

walking to Cribb to purchase groflries her mother when she

observed FW in black and print top accompanied by two

small children EtCFoods walking east on Franklin St
stated the reason she attention to this female was the fact that her

mother commented on Ii she was wearing

At that time Mrs Alden that she ob what she describes as

dark brown size twith windows and possibly out of state

license plates proceeding easterly direction oh Franklin from the

Cribb Foods area very by Holly STAKERO She stated that the

vehicle did stop nor did approach the vehicle and she observed

the vehicle proceed east on klin and tu south on That was

all the informationthat she could offer

End of Report
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Evidence Technician Bert Foster

Case No55 Reporting Date

081992

Reporting Officer

Subject of Case

Death Investigation

Typed

JMR

By Date11
On 081992 the Reporting Officer Advanced Evidence Technician Bert

FOSTER 1671 met with Dawn FW DOB 051465 at the

Investigations Divisiqn of the Lake County Sheriffs Police

The Reporting Ofricer showed Engelbrecht the broken knife both pieces
Items BLF1 and BLF3 and she advised the Reporting Officer that the

knife was hers and that it was on the kitchen sinkcounter when she left

the apartment on the day of the death 081792 She stated she remembers

observing the knife in the living room so she put it in the kitchen

sometime during the day She further stated her son likes to

play with the knives so she tries to keep them out of his

When asked again advised the Reporting Officer that the knife

was identical to hers this was hers

NOTE Another Armstrong Forge knife was found inside the apartment in the

kitchen cabinet located just to the right of the kitchen sink inside

wood block knife holder This knife was collected and marked Item

mh BLF1 and 3h An Armstrong Forge knife being in length
with the handle being 434 in length and the blade being

length

Item 21 An Armstrong Forge knife being 13 in length with the handle

being in langth and the blade being 712 in length

End of Report
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PM Commander Charles Fagan55 09099
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SML O9l69 324Death Investigation

At approximately pursuant to information received from Chief

Evidence Technician Don VERBEKE reference to second blood source found

outside the apartment at 442 Hickory Type research was done regarding

samples blood hair taken from individuals questioned in this case and it

was determined that out of 17 samples obtained only two were typed as

One being Terry SEALS who was renting the apartment directly below the

apartment in which Holly STAKER was found murdered this being 442 Hickory

Apt Mr stated to Investigators Dan COLIN and Rich DAVIS in

separate interviews that he and his wife no longer occupied the apartment

This reporting investigator viewed into the above described

through the opew windows the night of the murder from various sides of the

building and it appeared to reporting investigator to be fully occupied
This reporting investigator also observed lights on in the front room
located on the east section of the home and music playing in the

Also when questioned by Investigator Davis Seals was asked if it was

possible that his blood would be found outside the murder scene and outside

his apartment and he replied heh is carpenter and cuts himself at

work and it would be He also replied that it was possible that

his hair could be found in the hallway if they fell out of hi

The apartment in which Holly Staker was murdered in showed signs of

violent struggle with flumerous blood spatters found in the area of her

death and there was evidence indicating that the offender attempted to

wash blood off in the sink in that apartment

This information was reviewed with Chief Deputy States Attorney Steve

MCCULLOM and Assistant States Attorney ASA Jeffery PAVLETIC and search

warrant was drafted and subsequently signed by Judge John GOSHGARIAN at

Prior to executing the search warant Terry Seals and his wife
Tina voluntarily and in their own car drove the Lake County Major Crime

Task Force and an interview was conducted with Terry by TESSMAN and

Investigator MEADIE Tina was subsequently interviewed by Investigator

Davis and Sgt While these interviews were being conducted
Evidence Technicians from the Lake County Major Crime Task Force and this

reporting investigator executed the search warrant at 442 Hickory Apt

at approximately copy of said search warrant was left in the

apartment by reporting investigator See Evidence Technician Jacksh report reference laser search Evidence Technician Brucesh report reference collection knives Evidence Technician

Steve JONES report reference the door and Evidence Technician Tom REEDS

report reference latents knives and sink traps for reference

the return on the search warrant
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Reporting offi conducted an interview with Edward TOUTEN NB 38 years
of age 446 Hic Upstairs Apartment Wauk TX 249 Mr
Touten indicate 081792 when this homicide occurred that at

approximately 73 when his dog was barking and looking ina southern

direction towards apartment where the victim was found in that

that he heard just ior to that some light and the sounds of

possibly wrestling at being of commotion comfng om the bedroom of the

apartment next door Touten stated this went on short period of

time and then the corn ion and dcreams

Mr stated that now knows that if he would haye gone next dopr he

might have caught the of bitch officer asked Mr
ifhe observed an le ng the house next door after the screams and he

said no because he never oked outside officer Tooten if

his daughter or anyone el looked outside and he indicated Reporting
officer asked Tooten observed anyone go into the house next door

prior to the noise he desc ed and he Tooten stated that

he wished to cooperate wit this officer any way that he could at which

time he was informed that would be

End of
srnl
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